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We study the response of a quantum magnet with spin-orbit coupling (SOC) to a Zeeman field
by constructing effective actions and performing Renormalization Group (RG) analysis. There are
several novel classes of quantum phase transitions at a low hc1 and an upper critical field hc2 driven
by magnon condensations at commensurate (C-) or in-commensurate (IC-) momenta 0 < k0 < π.
The intermediate IC- Skyrmion crystal (IC-SkX) phase is controlled by a line of fixed points in the
RG flows labeled by k0. We derive the relations between the quantum spin and the order parameters
of the effective actions which determine the spin-orbital structures of the IC-SkX phase. We also
analyze the operator contents near hc1 and hc2 which determine the exotic excitation spectra inside
the IC-SkX. The intrinsic differences between the magnon condensations at the C- and IC- momenta
are explored. The two critical fields hc1 < hc2 and the intermediate IC-SkX phase could be a generic
feature to any quantum magnets with SOC in a Zeeman field. Experimental implications to some
materials or cold atom systems with SOC in a Zeeman field are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1938, The Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) was
first observed in the superfluid state of 4He which is a
strongly interacting system1. In 1995, it was also ob-
served in a dilute gas of alkali atoms which is a weakly
interacting system2,3. In the Bose-Einstein condensation
(BEC), the global U(1)c symmetry corresponding to the
boson number conservation is spontaneously broken, it
leads to the Goldstone mode with a linear dispersion.
It was known that the magnon condensation tuned by a
Zeeman field in a quantum magnet4–10 can be mapped to
the BEC with the spin U(1)s symmetry mimicking the
charge U(1)c symmetry of the bosons. Here, inspired
by recent many experimental studies on the response
to a Zeeman field of some chiral magnets12 and 4d or
5d Kitaev materials13,14 with strong spin-orbit couplings
(SOC), we study the magnon condensation in a quantum
magnet with SOC in a Zeeman field and find it leads
to dramatically new phenomena outlined in the abstract
and Fig.1.

The system is the interacting spinor bosons at integer
fillings hopping in a square lattice in the presence of non-
Abelian gauge fields studied in15. In the strong coupling
limit, it leads to the spin S = N/2 Rotated Ferromag-
netic Heisenberg model (RFHM) which is a new class of
quantum spin models to describe quantum magnetisms
in cold atom systems or some materials with strong SOC.
There is an exact U(1)soc symmetry along the anisotropic
line (α = π/2, 0 < β < π/2) of the 2d SOC. Along the
line, we identified a new spin-orbital entangled commen-
surate ground state: the Y-x state. It supports not only
commensurate magnons (C0,Cπ), but also a new gapped
elementary excitation: in-commensurate magnon ( IC- ).
The existence of the C-IC above a commensurate phase is
a salient feature of the RFHM. They indicate the short-
ranged in-commensurate order embedded in a long-range

ordered commensurate ground state. The IC- magnons
may become the seeds to drive possible new classes of
quantum C-IC transitions under various external probes.
In16, by performing the microscopic spin-wave expansion
(SWE), we explored the effects of an external longitudi-
nal Zeeman field H applied to the RFHM Eq.1 along the
anisotropic SOC line which keeps the U(1)soc symmetry.
However, the microscopic SWE approach used in16 is es-
sentially a semi-classical approach. It may not apply to
a small quantum spin S in real materials, will also break
down near all the quantum phase transitions in Fig.1. A
complete independent symmetry based phenomenologi-
cal effective action is needed to study the nature of these
novel quantum phase transitions.

In this work, starting from general symmetry princi-
ple, we construct various effective actions, then perform
Renormalization Group (RG) flows and carefully ana-
lyze the physically accessible initial conditions to study
all the quantum phase transitions in Fig.1. We also iden-
tify the relations between the quantum spins in a lattice
and the order parameters in the effective actions, which
are needed to identify the quantum spin-orbital orders of
the phases. When away from the quantum critical points,
we recover all these quantum phases and their excitations
discovered by the microscopic calculations in15,16, Most
importantly, we explore the nature of all the quantum
phase transitions, therefore provide deep insights into the
global phase diagram in Fig.1. The transition from the
Z-x phase to the in-commensurate Skyrmion crystal (IC-
SkX) phase at h = hc1 is in the same universality class
as the z = 2 Superfluid (SF)-Mott transition7,9. In ad-
dition to the well known Type-I dangerously irrelevant
operator (DIO)7,9,17, there is also a new type-II DIO19

which leads to one exotic Goldstone mode inside the IC-
SkX phase near hc1. At the Mirror Symmetry (MS) point
β = π/4 (Fig.1), the Type-II DIO is absent, the exotic
Goldstone mode recovers to the conventional one. The
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FIG. 1. Renormalization group (RG) flow of Eq.(1) which
explores many new features of magnetic systems with SOC.
Z-FM is a Ferromagnet along the Zeeman field. IC-SkX is the
In-commensurate Skyrmion crystal. Z-x is the Ferromagnet
alternating along the x-bond. There is a line of unstable fixed
( or QPT ) points labeled by the BEC condensation C- or IC-
momentum k0 in Eq.2 and in Eq.10 near hc1 and hc2 respec-
tively. There is also a line of stable fixed points labeled by
the 0 ≤ k0 ≤ π inside the IC-SkX phase. The RG flows just
follow the constant contour line of k0. The new universality
classes of all these QPTs and the corresponding operator con-
tents at or away from the two MS points are analyzed in the
text.

quantum phase transition(QPT) from the Z-FM to the
IC-SkX at h = hc1 is described by a novel two component
effective action with the dynamic exponent z = 2 and a
U(1)soc × U(1)ic symmetry where the extra U(1)ic sym-
metry comes from the condensations of the magnons at
the two IC-momenta. It was spontaneously broken down
to its diagonal [U(1)soc×U(1)ic]D leading one Goldstone
mode inside the IC-SkX phase. By performing Renormal-
ization group flow analysis, we find it is a novel universal-
ity class with new operator contents. In addition to two
Type-I DIOs, there are also two type-II DIOs which lead
to one exotic gapless Goldstone mode and one gapped ex-
otic roton mode inside the IC-SkX phase near hc2. At the
MS point, the two Type-II DIOs are absent, the exotic
Goldstone and roton mode recover to conventional ones;
a quartic Umklapp term which breaks the extra U(1)ic
symmetry explicitly to Z4 and becomes the third Type-I
DIO and plays important roles. The RG analysis on the
effects of this Umklapp term is performed. These results
may shed considerable lights on the experimental find-
ings, especially the nature of the intermediate phases of
some materials with strong SOC such as the chiral mag-
nets and the Kitaev materials in a Zeeman field. Some
perspectives are outlined.

Here, we focus on the RFHM along the line (α =
π/2, 0 < β < π/2) in the Zeeman field along the lon-
gitudinal y direction16 ( See also appendix A ). After

rotating spin Y axis to Z axis, it can be written as18:

H = −J
∑

i

[
1

2
(S+

i S
+
i+x + S−

i S
−
i+x)− Sz

i S
z
i+x

+
1

2
(ei2βS+

i S
−
i+y + e−i2βS−

i S
+
i+y) + Sz

i S
z
i+y]

− H
∑

i

Sz
i (1)

where J > 0, the Zeeman field H is along the z direction
after the global rotation.
As shown in15, Eq.1 at H = 0 has the translational

symmetry, the time reversal T , the three spin-orbital
coupled Z2 symmetries Px,Py,Pz. Most importantly, it
also owns a hidden spin-orbital coupled U(1)soc symme-
try generated by U1(φ) = eiφ

∑
i(−1)xSz

i . The H breaks
the T ,Px,Py symmetries, but still keeps the translation,
Pz, the combinations T Px, T Py and the hidden U(1)soc
symmetry. Under the Mirror transformation T ·M where
M = S̃i = R(x̂, π)R(ẑ, πn2)Si, (β, h) → (π/2− β, h). So
one only need to focus on the left half of Fig.1. The mir-
ror center β = π/4 respects the MS. In the following, we
will take 2SJ as the energy unit.

II. QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION AT THE
LOWER CRITICAL FIELD hc1

The spin wave expansion (SWE) in the Z-x state below
hc1 was performed in16. Dropping the higher branch αk

in Eq.A7, it is the βk magnon condensation at K0 =
(0, k0) which leads to the QPT from the Z-x state to the
IC-SkX at hc1 in the whole range of 0 < β < π/2:

βk = ψδk,K0
, αk = 0 (2)

where K0 = (0, k0) and ψ is a complex order parameter.
One must use the unitary transformation Eq.A6 to es-

tablish the connection between the transverse quantum
spin on the lattice and the order parameter in the con-
tinuum limit:

S+
A,i =

√
2Sai = cψeik0iy ,

S−
B,j =

√
2Sbj = sψeik0jy (3)

where c = cK0
and s = sK0

are evaluated atK0 = (0, k0).
The Z-x state spontaneously break the translation

along the x− direction by one lattice site to two lat-
tice site, i.e. Tx → (Tx)2, but still keeps all the other
symmetries of the Hamiltonian listed below Eq.1. After
incorporating this fact, one can study how ψ transform
under the symmetries of the Hamiltonian, especially un-
der Ty as ψ → eik0ψ, U(1)soc as ψ → eiφ0ψ. At the MS
point β = π/4, under T ◦M as ψ → −ψ∗. The symme-
try analysis suggests the following effective action in the
continuum limit with the dynamic exponent z = 2

Lhc1 = ψ∗∂τψ + v2x|∂xψ|2 + v2y |∂yψ|2 − µ|ψ|2 + U |ψ|4

+ iV |ψ|2ψ∗∂yψ + · · · (4)
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where · · · include terms such as iψ∗∂3yψ and many other

terms which are subleading in the RG sense22. Our mi-
croscopic calculation shows that µ = h−hc1 which tunes
the QPT, U > 0, V ∝ sin(2k0) vanishes at β = π/4 dic-
tated by the MS. In fact, its symmetry breaking pattern11

and associated Goldstone mode is identical to Eq.13 to
be discussed in Sec.III.
When h < hc1, µ < 0, it is in the Z-x state with 〈ψ〉 =

0. Expanding the effective action upto second order in
ψ leads to the gapped excitation spectrum ωk = −µ +
v2xk

2
x + v2yk

2
y which matches the results achieved by the

microscopic SWE calculation in16.
When h > hc1, µ > 0, it is in the IC-SkX state with

〈ψ〉 = √
ρ0e

iφ0 where ρ0 =
√

µ/2U and φ0 is a arbitrary
angle due to U(1)soc symmetry. Plugging the mean field
solution into Eq.3, one obtain the spin-orbital order of
the IC-SkX phase above hc1:

〈S+
i 〉 = (

√
ρ0/2)[c+s+(−1)ix(c−s)]e(−1)ix i(k0iy+φ0) (5)

where 〈Sz
i 〉 can be fixed by the constraint |Si|2 = S2.

It has a non-vanishing Skyrmion density Qijk = Si ·
(Sj × Sk) where i, j, k are 3 neighbouring lattice sites
in a square lattice. Well inside the IC-SkX state, one can
also extract its exotic Goldstone mode due to the U(1)soc
symmetry breaking:

ωk =
√

4Uρ0(v2xk
2
x + v2yk

2
y)− V ρ0ky (6)

which recovers the conventional Goldstone mode at the
MS point β = π/4 where V = 0.
In the following, we use the Wilsonian momentum shell

method to derive the RG flow near hc1 and hc2 at or
away from the Mirror symmetric point in Fig.1. This
method is the quickest one to achieve the RG flow at
one -loop order. However, it is not practical when there
is a gauge field, because it is very difficult to keep gauge
invariance even at one loop order35. It can not be pushed
into two-loops either which can only be achieved by Field
theory method. Fortunately, one-loop order is enough to
capture the physics in the present context. We first study
the single component case near hc1 to set-up the scheme
and notations, then investigate the more interesting two
component cases near hc2.

A. The RG near hc1 in Fig.1: operator contents at
the Mirror symmetric ( MS ) point

The effective action describing the Magnon BEC in the
presence of SOC near h = hc1 at the Mirror symmetric
point β = π/4 in Fig.1 is:

Shc1 =

∫

dτddr[ψ∗(r, τ)∂τψ(r, τ) +
~
2

2m
|∇ψ(r, τ)|2

− µ|ψ(r, τ)|2 + u|ψ(r, τ)|4 + · · · ], (7)

where ψ is the complex scalar field. After adding back
the type-II dangerously irrelevant operator (DIO) V in

Eq.4, it describes the QPT near hc1 away from the mirror
symmetric point in Fig.1. As shown in Eq.B2 in the
appendix B, it also precisely describes the Magnon BEC
of the AFM in a uniform Zeeman field.
The major simplification of z = 2 over the relativistic

case z = 1 is that when performing RG in the z = 2 the-
ory, one must separate the frequency ω from the momen-

tum ~k, then the frequency integral
∫

dω
2π will kill many

Feymann diagrams which will otherwise make a contri-
bution in a relativistic QFT. Fig.2a is the only surviving
diagram. Similar simplifications also apply to the two
component cases to be discussed in Sec.III and Sec.IV.
The Wilsonian RG flow equation at one 1-loop is given

by Fig.2a:

∂lµ = 2µ

∂lu = ǫu− cu2 (8)

where ǫ = 2−d and c = KdΛ
d−22m/~ withKd = Sd

(2π)d =
2

(4π)d/2Γ(d/2)
. In fact we expect that Eq.8 is exact to

any loop order due to the exact U(1)soc symmetry and
z = 2. Our field theory RG analysis35 on u confirms this
expectation upto two loops.
In the present context of Fig.1, u is marginally irrele-

vant near hc1, but become relevant below the line of fixed
points inside the IC-SkX phase in Fig.1. Eq.8 has been
extended to a finite temperature in7. The type-I DIO
u leads to the Logarithmic violations of scalings7 to the
conserved density n = |ψ|2. Then using the relation be-
tween the quantum spin and the order parameter in Eq.3,
one can determine the Logarithmic violations of scalings
to various quantum spin correlation functions.
At the MS point β = π/4, V = 0, so the effective

action Eq.4 is in the same universality class20 as the z = 2
zero density SF-Mott transition where the interaction U
term is marginally and dangerously irrelevant at the up-
critical dimension du = 2. It determines the nature of
the symmetry breaking ground state and also leads to
the logarithmic violation of scalings7 to all the physical
quantities at a finite temperature.

B. RG and the operator contents away from the
MS point

When away from the MS point, the V term in Eq.4
moves in. Simple power counting shows that it is irrele-
vant near the SF-Mott QPT. However, inside the IC-SkX
phase, as shown in Eq.6, it modifies the spectrum of the
Goldstone mode by an extra linear term, so it plays a cru-
cial role inside the phase. We call this new type of DIO
as Type-II19, while the known one such as U as Type-
I7,9,17. So there are one Type-I DIO u and one Type-II
DIO V below the line of stable fixed points inside the
IC-SkX ( Fig.1 ).
Away from the MS point, one need to add back the

type-II dangerously irrelevant operator (DIO) V in Eq.4,
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just by simple power counting, one finds at d = 2:

∂lV = −V (9)

which is clearly irrelevant near hc1, but it changes the
Goldstone mode into the exotic form inside the IC-SkX
phase. So it becomes marginal below the line of fixed
points inside the IC-SkX phase in Fig.1. As shown be-
low Eq.4, the microscopic calculation finds V ∼ sin(2k0)
which is indeed exactly marginal along the RG flow in
Fig.1 until hitting the line of fixed points labeled by k0
inside the IC-SkX phase.
So we conclude that away from the MS point, the op-

erator content is: one type-I DIO u and one type-II DIO
V . At the MS point, the operator content is: one type-I
DIO, no type-II.
In Fig.1, there are also two trivial line of fixed points

at h = 0 and h = ∞ which correspond to Z−x state and
FM state respectively. Even it is just the same ground
state, the line of fixed points characterized by 0 ≤ k0 ≤ π
still has clear physical meanings: it indicates the minima
position of the IC-magnons above the ground state. Of
course, the Z-x state is an exact ground state, so does
not contain the IC-magnons at T = 0. However, the
lowest excitation is the IC-magnons. The FM ground
states contains the quantum fluctuations from the IC-
magnons even at T = 0. So it is justified to use k0 to
distinguish ”different kinds” of Z-x state at h = 0 and
”different kinds” of FM at h = ∞ in Fig.1. These could
also be one the salient features of In-commensurability
due to SOC.

III. QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION AT THE
UPPER CRITICAL FIELD hc2, THE

IN-COMMENSURATE CASE

The SWE in the FM state above hc2 was also per-
formed in16. It is the αk magnon condensation in Eq.A13
which leads to the QPT from the FM state to the IC-SkX
at hc2 in the middle range β1 < β < β2

21:

αk = ψ1δk,K1
+ ψ2δk,K2

(10)

where K1 = (0, k0),K2 = (π, k0) and ψ1, ψ2 are the two
complex order parameters.
One must use the Bogoliubov transformation Eq.A12

to establish the connection between the transverse quan-
tum spin and the two complex order parameters:

S+
i ∝ u[ψ1 + (−1)ixψ2]e

ik0iy + v[ψ∗
1 − (−1)ixψ∗

2 ]e
−ik0iy

(11)

where u = uK1
= uK2

and v = vK1
= −vK2

.
Because the Z-x state breaks no symmetry of the

Hamiltonian, so one can study how ψ1 and ψ2

transform under the symmetries of the Hamiltonian
listed below Eq.1, especially under Ty as (ψ1, ψ2) →
(eik0ψ1, e

ik0ψ2), under U(1)soc as (ψ1, ψ2) → (ψ1 cosφ+

iψ2 sinφ, ψ2 cosφ+ iψ1 sinφ). At the MS point β = π/4,
under T ◦M as (ψ1, ψ2) → (−ψ∗

1 ,−ψ∗
2).

In fact, as suggested by Eq.11, the physics may
become more transparent in the new basis ψ± =
(ψ1 ± ψ2)/

√
2. Under the whole family of T n

y , n =

1, 2, 3......., (ψ+, ψ−) → (eik0nψ+, e
ik0nψ−). When k0/π

is an irrational number, θ0 = k0n becomes a continu-
ous variable leading to a new emergent U(1)ic symme-
try. Under U(1)soc, (ψ+, ψ−) → (eiφ0ψ+, e

−iφ0ψ−). The
symmetry analysis implies the effective action:

Lhc2 =
∑

α=±

(ψ∗
α∂τψα + v2x|∂xψα|2 + v2y |∂yψα|2 − µ|ψα|2)

+ U(|ψ+|2 + |ψ−|2)2 −A(|ψ+|2 − |ψ−|2)2 + · · ·
+ iV1(|ψ+|2 + |ψ−|2)(ψ∗

+∂yψ+ + ψ∗
−∂yψ−)

+ iV2(|ψ+|2 − |ψ−|2)(ψ+∂yψ
∗
+ − ψ∗

−∂yψ−) (12)

which enjoys a U(1)soc × U(1)ic symmetry when k0/π is
an irrational number. Our microscopic calculation shows
that µ = hc2 − h, U = h(u2 + v2)2 + 2(1 + h) > A =
(4 + h) > 0. Furthermore, V1, V2 ∝ sin(2k0), both of
which vanish at β = π/4 dictated by the MS.
When µ = hc2 − h < 0, it is in the Z-FM phase with

〈ψ1〉 = 〈ψ2〉 = 0. Expanding the effective action upto
the second order in ψα leads to 2 degenerate gapped
modes ω1,2 = −µ+v2xk2x+v2yk2y which matches the result

achieved by SWE in16.
When µ > 0, it is in the IC-SkX phase with 〈ψ1〉 =

±〈ψ2〉 =
√

ρ0/2e
iφ0 where ρ0 =

√

µ/2(U −A) ( equiva-
lently 〈ψ−〉 = 0, 〈ψ+〉 6= 0 or 〈ψ−〉 6= 0, 〈ψ+〉 = 0 ). It is
easy to see the symmetry breaking pattern is described
by the coset:

U(1)soc × U(1)ic/[U(1)soc × U(1)ic]D (13)

where the diagonal ( D ) means y → y+n, φ0 → φ0−nk0y
generated by T n

y × R(nk0y) for any integer n. The coset
dictates only one Goldstone mode ( see Eq.15 ).
Plugging the mean field solution into Eq.11, one obtain

the spin-orbital order of the IC-SkX phase below hc2

〈S+
i 〉 =

√

ρ0/2[u+ v + (−1)ix(u− v)]e(−1)ix i(k0iy+φ0)

(14)
where 〈Sz

i 〉 can be fixed by the constraint |Si|2 = S2. It
takes the identical form as Eq.5 after replacing the Bogli-
ubov transformation matrix elements u, v by the unitary
transformation matrix elements c, s. It is remarkable
that one can extend the unitary transformation matrix
elements c, s in the Z-x phase above hc1 and the Bogli-
ubov transformation matrix elements u, v in the FM state
below hc2 and reach the same spin-orbital structure of
the IC-SkX phase11. Well inside the IC-SkX phase, one
can identify one exotic gapless Goldstone and one exotic
gapped roton mode

ω+,k =
√

4ρ0(U −A)(v2xk
2
x + v2yk

2
y)− V+ρ0ky,

ω−,k =
√

∆2
− + 8ρ0A(v2xk

2
x + v2yk

2
y)− V−ρ0ky (15)
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where ∆− = 4ρ0A is the roton gap, V± = 4V1±2V2. One
can see that the Goldstone mode achieved from below
hc2 takes the same form as that in Eq.6 achieved from
above hc1. While the gapped roton mode corresponds
to the higher branch αk in Eq.2 which is ignored in the
effective action Eq.4. This match is a good check on the
consistency between the effective action from hc2 down
and that from hc1 up.
In teh following, we study the RG on the two-

component QPT near hc2 in Fig.1 and also list the lead-
ing operator contents away from the MS point. We first
derive the RG flow equations at the MS point with w 6= 0,
then setting w = 0 to study its RG flow, while put the
RG flow of w 6= 0 to next section.

A. The derivation of the RG flow equations with
w 6= 0.

The effective action describing the Magnon BEC in the
presence of SOC near h = hc2 at the Mirror symmetric
(MS) point β = π/4 in Fig.1 is:

SMS =

∫

dτddr
∑

α=1,2

[ψ∗
α(r, τ)∂τψα(r, τ)

+
~
2

2m
|∇ψα(r, τ)|2 − µ|ψα(r, τ)|2]

+ u(|ψ1(r, τ)|4 + |ψ2(r, τ)|4) + v|ψ1(r, τ)|2|ψ2(r, τ)|2

+ w(ψ1(r, τ)ψ2(r, τ))
2 + w∗(ψ∗

1(r, τ)ψ
∗
2 (r, τ))

2 + · · · ]
(16)

where ψ1 and ψ2 are two complex scalar fields. From
Eq.21, one can identify u = U −A > 0, v/2 = U +A > 0
and w = B2. In fact, w can be made real and its the sign
can be changed simply by performing the transformation
ψ1 → ψ1e

iπ/2. So the sign of w is irrelevant. Then the
three parameters satisfy A > 2B2, namely v/2−u > 4w.
After adding back the two type-II dangerously irrelevant
operator (DIO) V1 and V2 in Eq.12, it also describes the
QPT near hc2 away from the mirror symmetric point in
Fig.1.
The Wilsonian RG equations upto 1-loop are shown in

Fig.2, 3, 4 and collected as:

∂lµ = 2µ

∂lu = ǫu− c(u2 + w2)

∂lv = ǫv − c(
1

2
v2 + 8w2)

∂lw = ǫw − 2c(u+ v)w (17)

where ǫ = 2 − d and c = KdΛ
d−22m/~ is identical to

that in the single component case Eq.8. One can see that
the w2 terms renormalize the u and v, but not itself23.
As expected, the RG flow remains the same when w →
−w. The application to the MS case will be presented in
Sec.IV.

B. The RG flow pattern and operator contents at
w = 0.

As said in the main text, the w term breaks U(1)ic →
Z4, so w = 0 must be a fixed point. If the umklapp
term is absent, w = 0, then the 1-loop RG equations is
simplified to:

∂lµ = 2µ

∂lu = ǫu− cu2

∂lv = ǫv − cv2/2 (18)

The RG flow of u and v decouples at the one-loop order.
At d = 2, the RG flow pattern 1/u− 2/v = C is given in
the w = 0 plane of Fig.6a. Both are marginally irrelevant
at d = 2 and lead to new logarithmic violations of scalings
to all the physical quantities at a finite T .
In fact, if one rescales v by 1/2, then v has the same

flow equation as u. This is expected, because after setting
w = 0, the u term is the self-interaction, while the v term
is the only the mutual coupling between the two complex
fields, so v = 0 must be a fixed point also. Naively,
one may think Eq.12 has an enlarged O(4) symmetry at
A = 0. This is incorrect due to the z = 2 term in Eq.12
which explicitly breaks the O(4) symmetry. If it had
been z = 1, it would have the enlarged O(4) symmetry
at A = 0. This is just one aspect of the tremendous
differences between z = 1 and z = 2. In fact we expect
that Eq.18 is exact to any loop order due to the exact
U(1)soc × U(1)ic symmetry and z = 2. Our field theory
RG analysis35 confirm this expectation upto two loops.
In the present case, u > 0, v > 0 satisfying v/2 > u, so

both u and v are type-I marginally irrelevant near hc2,
but become relevant above the line of fixed points inside
the IC-SkX phase in Fig. 1. It is important to extend
Eq.18 to a finite temperature. Then the two type-I DIOs
u and v lead to Logarithmic violations of scalings to the
two conserved quantities n1 = |ψ1|2 and n2 = |ψ2|2 ( or
equivalently |ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2 or |ψ1|2 − |ψ2|2 ). Then using
Eq.11, one can determine the Logarithmic violations of
scalings to various quantum spin quantities.
The v > 0 means the repulsive interaction between the

two species. Imagine the inter-specie interaction becomes
negative v < 0, Eq.18 shows that it flows to −∞ which
indicates the formation of the tightly formed bosonic
Cooper pair between ψ1 and ψ2.
After adding back the two type-II dangerously irrele-

vant operator (DIO) V1 and V2 in Eq.12, just by simple
power counting, one finds at d = 2:

∂lV1 = −V1,
∂lV2 = −V2 (19)

which are clearly irrelevant near hc2, but change the gap-
less Goldstone mode and the gapped roton into the exotic
form inside the IC-SkX phase. So V1, V2 become marginal
above the line of fixed points inside the IC-SkX phase in
Fig. M1. As shown below Eq.12, the microscopic cal-
culations find V1, V2 ∼ sin(2k0) which are indeed exactly
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FIG. 2. The renormalization of the self-interaction u. We
indicate the 3-momentum k = (~k, ω). The black line means
ψ1, the green line means ψ2. The internal line is on the 2-
momentum shell Λe−δl < q < Λ. (a) due to u2 (b) due to
w2.
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FIG. 3. The renormalization of the mutual interaction v
between the two complex order parameters. The same nota-

tions as in Fig.2. The 3-momentum k = (~k, ω) is indicated in
(a) and The black line and the green line in (b) means ψ1 and
ψ2 respectively. (a) due to v2 (b) due to w2.

marginal along the RG flow in Fig.1 until hitting the line
of fixed points labeled by k0 inside the IC-SkX phase.

We conclude that away from the MS point near hc2,
the operator content is: two type-I DIOs (u, v) in Eq.18
and two type-II DIOs (V1, V2) in Eq.19 above the line of
stable fixed points inside the IC-SkX ( Fig.1 ).
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ψ
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ψ
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ψ
1 ψ

1

ψ
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wv

FIG. 4. The renormalization of the Umklapp interaction w.
(a1) and (a2) due to uw (b) due to vw.

IV. QUANTUM PHASE TRANSITION AT THE
UPPER CRITICAL FIELD hc2, THE

COMMENSURATE CASE AND MS POINT

However, if k0/π = p/q with p and q are two co-prime
positive integers, then (Ty)2q = 1 and the effective action
Eq.12 should include an extra Umklapp term:

LUm = Bq(ψ+ψ−)
q + c.c.

+ iCq(ψ+ψ−)
q−1(ψ+∂yψ−) + c.c.+ · · · (20)

where Bq, Cq maybe complex for β 6= π/4 and · · · means
high order terms with power 2nq (n > 1). It breaks ex-
plicitly only the U(1)ic down to Z2q, but not the U(1)soc
symmetry. In the regime 0 ≤ k0 ≤ π/2 in Fig.1, q ≥ 2,
so LUm becomes higher order when β < π/4 with q > 2.
It becomes highly irrelevant, so can be dropped. All the
above results in the IC-case also apply to q > 2 C- case.
At the MS point β = π/4, k0 = π/2 with q = 2, then

LUm is quartic order in ψ1,2 . So one must consider this
B2 term at β = π/4 where the MS dictates C2 = 0 and
also the absence of the two type-II DIOs V1, V2.

LMS =
∑

α=+,−

(ψ∗
α∂τψα + v2x|∂xψα|2 + v2y |∂yψα|2)− µ|ψα|2)

+ U(|ψ+|2 + |ψ−|2)2 −A(|ψ+|2 − |ψ−|2)2

+B2(ψ+ψ−)
2 + c.c.+ · · · (21)

The microscopic calculations in16 show A > 2|B2|, so
the B2 term does not change the mean field state. Fol-
lowing the same procedures as those in the IC- case, one
can extract the excitations as:

ω+,k =
√

4ρ0(U −A)(v2xk
2
x + v2yk

2
y),

ω−,k =
√

16ρ20(A
2 − 4B2

2) + 8ρ0A(v2xk
2
x + v2yk

2
y) (22)

which recover to the conventional form. It also indicate
the Umklapp term at β = π/4 does not affect the form
of the Goldstone mode, but decrease the roton gap. This
is expected, because this B2 term breaks only the U(1)ic
down to Z4, but not the U(1)soc symmetry.
Now we study the QPT near h = hc2. The RG flow

equations at one -loop were already derived in Sec.III-
A Eq.17 where w = B2. w = 0 must be a fixed
point. This is expected, because the w term breaks
U(1)ic → Z4. Setting w = 0 recovers Eq.18. As to
be shown below, in the physically accessible parameter
regime v/2 − u > 4w > 0, RG flows to the Gaussian
fixed point (u∗, v∗, w∗) = (0, 0, 0). So (u, v, w) all lead to
new Logarithmic violations of scalings to all the physical
quantities at a finite T . So there are three Type-I DIOs,
but no Type-II at the MS point near hc2 ( Fig.1 ).
Now we study the RG on the two-component QPT

near hc2 in Fig.1 and also work out the elading operator
contents at the MS point. At the MS point, one can turn
on the w term which breaks U(1)ic → Z4. At the upper
critical dimension du = 2, ǫ = 0, rescale u, v, w by the
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positive number c in Eq.17, i.e. u→ cu,v → cv,w → cw,
the RG flow equations become

∂lu = −(u2 + w2)

∂lv = −(v2 + 16w2)/2

∂lw = −2(u+ v)w (23)

which gives a 3d flow in (u, v, w) space.
For the RG flow Eq.17 with the 3 couplings u, v and

w, it would be nice to find an integral motion. Unfor-
tunately, in contrast to the case of the three coupling of
fermions near a Fermi surface studied in Ref.34, we are
not able to find any integral motion of the RG flow of
Eq.17. In the following, we find its RG flow pattern first
analytically for a small initial value of w0, then numer-
ically for any initial values of (u0, v0, w0). Finally, we
show that the physically accessible values of (u, v, w), it
flows to the Gaussian fixed point (u∗, v∗, w∗) = (0, 0, 0).

A. Analytic perturbation analysis for a small
initial w0.

Taking any general initial condition (u0, v0, w0) with
w0 = 0, Eq.(18) can be solved analytically:

u(l) =
u0

1 + u0l
, v(l) =

2v0
2 + v0l

, w(l) = 0 (24)

For |w0| ≪ u0, v0, assume the solution takes the form

u(l) =
u0

1 + u0l
+ u1(l), v(l) =

2v0
2 + v0l

+ v1(l), w(l) = w(l)

(25)

where u1(l), v1(l), w(l) → 0 as w0 → 0. Ignoring the
higher orders [u1(l)]

2, [v1(l)]
2 terms, we reach a new set

of differential equations

∂lu1 = − 2u0
1 + u0l

u1

∂lv1 = − 2v0
2 + v0l

v1

∂lw = −2(
u0

1 + u0l
+

2v0
2 + v0l

+ u1 + v1)w (26)

with initial condition u1(0) = 0, v1(0) = 0, w(0) = w0.
The solution is u1 = 0, v1 = 0, and

w(l) =
16w0

(1 + u0l)2(2 + v0l)4
∼ 16w0

u20v
4
0

1

l4
(27)

where the last ∼ shows the asymptotic behaviour at a
large l. It is clear that with a small w0 and any positive
u0,v0, the RG flows to the Gaussian fixed point. In Fig.5,
we plot the differences between the analytical solution
and numerical solution, which agree very well in the small
w0 limit.
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Δv
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1080 642
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Δw
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–0.0008
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–0.0004

–0.0002
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Δu

Δw
102 4 6 8

l
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1.0

0.5 u

w

v

l

1080 642

FIG. 5. The solution for RG equation with big initial
u0, v0, but small initial value w0. The insert is the differ-
ences between numerically solution and analytical solution
Eq.(25),(27). The top one is (u0, v0, w0) = (1, 1, 0.1), and the
bottom one is (u0, v0, w0) = (1, 1, 0.01). One can see the dif-
ferences between numerically solution and analytical solution
decrease with w0 → 0.

B. Numerical solution of the RG flow for any
initial values of (u0, v0, w0)

To go beyond the small perturbation presented above,
we numerically solve the differential equations Eq.23 for
any general initial values of (u0, v0, w0) and highlight the
parameter regime which flows to the Gaussian fixed point
in Fig.6a. Due to the w → −w symmetry, we only need
plot the flows with w > 0, and then there is a large stable
regime of the Gaussian fixed point inside the first Octant.

Then we plot the initial condition wedge v/2−u > 4|w|
and find that it falls within the stability regime in Fig.6b.
This shows that in the physically allowed parameter
regime, the systems flows to the Gaussian fixed point
(u∗, v∗, w∗) = (0, 0, 0). All the three operators (u, v, w)
are type-I dangerously irrelevant which are marginally ir-
relevant at the MS point in the line of fixed points along
hc2, but relevant above the line of fixed points inside the
IC-SkX phase (Fig.1 ).

It is important to extend Eq.23 to a finite tempera-
ture. Then the three type-I DIOs (u, v, w) leads to Log-
arithmic violations of scalings to one conserved quan-
tity |ψ1|2 + |ψ2|2 and also to |ψ1|2 − |ψ2|2 which is not
conserved anymore due to the w term breaks explicitly
U(1)ic → Z4. Then using Eq.11, one can determine
the Logarithmic violations of scalings to various quan-
tum spin quantities.

We conclude that at the MS point near hc2, the opera-
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tor content is: three type-I DIOs (u, v, w), none type-II.

u
0.0

0.5
1.0

–0.5
–1.0

w

1.0

–0.5

–1.0

0.5

0.0

v
0.0

0.5

1.0

u
0.0

0.5
1.0

–0.5
–1.0

w

1.0

–0.5
–1.0

0.5

0.0

v
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0.5
1.0

(0,0,0)

(0,1,1/8)
(1/2,1,0)

v/2-u>4|w|

(0,1,0)

FIG. 6. Top (a) The RG flow pattern in the (u, v, w) space.
The w = 0 plane recovers the RG flow 1/u−2/v = C in Eq.18.
The C = 0 gives the straight line flow 1/u = 2/v. The black
thick lines delineate the regime where the RG flows to the
Gaussian fixed point. Bottom (b) The physically accessible
regime (thin red lines) falls inside the stable regime (thick
black lines).

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, by constructing effective actions from
general symmetry principle, contrasting with the previ-
ous microscopic calculations well inside a phase and per-
forming RG analysis near the QCPs, we study the BEC
of magnons in the presence of SOC which displays much
more richer and novel phenomena than those without
SOC.
From symmetry analysis, plus some inputs from the

microscopic SWE calculations achieved in15,16, we con-
structed various effective actions to describe the two tran-
sitions driven by the BEC of magnons with the dynamic
exponents z = 2 at the low and high critical fields. There
are one and two type-II dangerously irrelevant operators
which lead to exotic excitations inside the IC-SkX phase.
(1) The C-IC transition from the Z-x to the IC-SkX at
hc1: it has one complex order parameter and one Type-II
dangerously irrelevant operator. (2) The C-IC transition
from the Z-FM to the IC-SkX at hc2 in the middle of
SOC β1 < β < β2: It has two complex order parame-

ters with the dynamic exponents z = 2 and two Type-II
dangerously irrelevant operators.

The RG flows, operator contents, novel line of fixed
points labeled by the IC-momenta 0 < k0 < π in
Fig.1 brings out deep and profound connections between
2 + 1 dimensional non-relativistic quantum field theories
(QFTs) with z = 2 and the nature of the quantum mag-
nets with SOC in a Zeeman field. It remains interesting
to construct a F-theorem31 to characterize the RG flow
from the UV unstable line of fixed points at hc1 or hc2
to the stable IR line of fixed points labeled by k0 inside
the IC-SkX phase for such novel QFTs.

As argued in15, Eq.1 could be easily realized in recent
cold atom experiments24–28 to generate 2D Rashba SOC
for cold atoms on optical lattices in a Zeeman field. The
spin-orbital structure of the IC-SkX and its exotic exci-
tations in Fig.1 can be directly detected by all kinds of
Bragg spectroscopy29,30. The IC-SkX phase was realized
in some materials with a strong Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction. Indeed, a 2D skyrmion lattice has been
observed between hc1 = 50 mT and hc2 = 70 mT in some
chiral magnets12 MnSi or a thin film of Fe0.5Co0.5Si

12.
Fig.1 also suggests the ”exotic” intermediate phase ob-
served between hc1 = 7 T and hc2 = 9 T in so called 4d
Kitaev material α−RuCl313,14 could be nothing but just
the IC-SkX phase discovered here instead of a quantum
spin liquid phase. It may also shed some lights on the
magnon condensation in some dimerized antiferromag-
nets with SOC33.

In conventional quantum magnets, as discussed in
the appendix B, the U(1)s symmetry is only an ap-
proximation which can be explicitly broken by many
interactions8–10. Here, the existence of U(1)soc plays cru-
cial role in these phenomena which only holds along the
(α = π/2, β) SOC line and the longitudinal Zeeman field.
there could also be many ways to break the U(1)soc sym-
metry explicitly. One way is to apply transverse field.
Another is to look at a generic (α, β), or one can apply
both at the same time. In32, we showed that the Z-x
state remains stable in a large SOC parameter regime
near α = π/2, just changes from the exact to the classi-
cal ground state. In fact, it is the most robust quan-
tum phase in the whole global phase diagram in the
generic (α, β). It would be interesting to look at how
Fig.1, especially the intermediate IC-SkX phase changes
when the U(1)soc symmetry was explicitly broken. It
is also important to extend it to the honeycomb lattice
where there are 3 SOC order parameters (α, β, γ). It was
found that U(1)soc also exists along the anisotropic line
(α = π/2, β, γ = 0). Then the results to be achieved in36

may be directly relevant to the current trends to search
for QSL driven by a Zeeman field in 4d or 5d Kitaev
materials.
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Appendix A: Spin-wave expansion to order 1/S:
Unitary transformation and Bogoliubov

transformation

We first review some results from spin-wave expansion
(SWE) performed in16. Especially, we stress the unitary
transformation in the Z-x state below hc1 and the Bogoli-
ubov transformation in the FM state above hc2 which are
crucial to derive the relations between the quantum spin
and the order parameters inside the IC-SkX phase. As
presented in Sec.2 and 3,4, the former is from bottom-up
and the latter is from top-down.

1. Unitary transformation in the Z-x state in low
field

The spin S = N/2 Rotated Ferromagnetic Heisenberg
model at a generic SOC parameters (α, β) in a Zeeman

field ~H along any direction is15:

HRH = −J
∑

i

[SiR(x̂, 2α)Si+x̂ + SiR(ŷ, 2β)Si+ŷ ]

− ~H ·
∑

i

~S (A1)

where the R(x̂, 2α), R(ŷ, 2β) are two SO(3) rotation ma-
trices around the x̂, ŷ spin axis by angle 2α, 2β putting
along the two bonds x, y respectively, H is the Zeeman
field which could be induced by the Raman laser in the
cold atom set-ups.

Following16, we focus on studying the phenomena
along the line (α = π/2, 0 < β < π/2) and in the Zeeman
field along the longitudinal y direction. After rotating
spin Y axis to Z axis by the global rotation R(x̂, π/2),
(or equivalently, one can just put βσz along the y bonds
in the square lattice ), the Hamiltonian Eq..A1 along the
line (α = π/2, 0 < β < π/2) in the H field along y direc-
tion can be written as Eq. M1.

In a weak magnetic field h < hc1, the Z-x state is an
exact ground-state with the classical spin configuration:

Si = S(0, 0, (−1)ix) (A2)

which breaks the translational symmetry along the x-
bond to two sites per unit cell ( so named as Z-x phase
).

Performing the Holstein-Primakoff (HP) transforma-
tion for the sublattice A16

S+
i =

√
2S

(

1− 1

2

ni

2S
+ · · ·

)

ai,

S−
i =

√
2Sa†i

(

1− 1

2

ni

2S
+ · · ·

)

,

Sz
i = S − a†iai, i ∈ A; (A3)

and for the sublattice B

S+
j =

√
2Sb†j

(

1− 1

2

nj

2S
+ · · ·

)

,

S−
j =

√
2S

(

1− 1

2

nj

2S
+ · · ·

)

bj ,

Sz
j = −S + b†jbj, j ∈ B. (A4)

In momentum space, the Hamiltonian takes the form

H = −2NJs2 +H
∑

k

(a†kak − b†kbk) + 4JS
∑

k

(a†kak + b†kbk)

− 2JS
∑

k

[cos kxa
†
kbk + cos kxb

†
kak

+ cos(ky − 2β)a†kak + cos(ky + 2β)b†kbk] (A5)

By performing a unitary transformation

ak = skαk + ckβk, bk = skβk − ckαk, (A6)

where sk = sin(θk,h/2), ck = cos(θk,h/2) satisfying
c2 + s2 = 1, and tan θk,h = cos kx/(sin 2β sin ky − h),
the Hamiltonian can be put in the diagonal form:

H = −2NJS2 + 4JS
∑

k

[ω+(k)α
†
kαk + ω−(k)β

†
kβk]

(A7)

where k is in the reduced BZ and the excitation spectrum
is:

ω±(k) = 1− 1

2
cos 2β cos ky

± 1

2

√

cos2 kx + (sin 2β sin ky − h)2. (A8)

The unitary transformation matrix elements sk =
sin(θk,h/2) and ck = cos(θk,h/2) are useful to estab-
lish the connections between the transverse quantum spin
and the order parameter near hc1 in Eq.3.

2. Bogoliubov transformation in the FM in the
high field

In a strong magnetic field, the Z-FM state is the clas-
sical ground-state with the classical spin configuration:

Si = S(0, 0, 1) (A9)

Performing the standard HP transformation

S+
i =

√
2S

(

1− 1

2

ni

2S
+ · · ·

)

ai,

S−
i =

√
2Sa†i

(

1− 1

2

ni

2S
+ · · ·

)

,

Sz
i = S − a†iai. (A10)
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FIG. 7. Top (a) and bottom (b) are achieved in16 (a) Quan-
tum phases and quantum transitions of RFHM in a longi-
tudinal Zeeman field Eq.1 achieved by the microscopic SWE
in16. The main text focus on constructing various effective
actions and then performing RG analysis on them to study
the QPT from the Z-x to the IC-SkX at hc1 and from the
Z-FM to the IC-SkX at hc2 at and away from the Mirror
Symmetric (MS) point at β = π/4. There are one and two
type-II dangerous irrelevant operators respectively which dis-
appear at the MS point. (b) The orbital ordering wavevec-
tors of the two collinear, two coplanar and the non-coplanar
phases. The constant contour plot of the minima (0, k0y) of
the C-IC magnons in the Z-x state at h < hc1 and Z-FM state
at h > hc2, connected by the orbital ordering wavevectors (
dashed line ) inside the IC-SkX.

In momentum space, the Hamiltonian takes the form

H = −NHS +H
∑

k

a†kak − JS
∑

k

[2 cos(ky − 2β)a†kak

+ cos kx(aka−k + a†ka
†
−k)] (A11)

By introducing the Bogoliubov transformation as

ak = ukαk + vkα
†
−k
, a†−k

= vkαk + ukα
†
−k
. (A12)

where uk = cosh ηk, vk = sinh ηk satisfying u2 − v2 = 1
and tanh 2ηk = cos kx/(h − cos 2β cos ky), the Hamilto-

ch

0 h

 C−AFM Z−FMAFM

FIG. 8. Quantum phase transitions of a AFM in a Zeeman
field. C-AFM means the canted co-planar AFM state, Z-FM
means the FM along the Zeeman field direction. There is
only one critical field hc, no intermediate phase. The arrow
indicate the RG flow, there is only one unstable (QPT) fixed
point at hc. It is constructive to compare with the MS line
with β = π/4 in (a) and RG flow in Fig. M1.

nian takes the diagonal form

H = −NH(S +
1

2
) + JS

∑

k

[ω(k)α†
kαk + ω(−k)α−kα

†
−k]

= −NH(S +
1

2
) + JS

∑

k

ωk + 2JS
∑

k

ωkα
†
kαk (A13)

where k is in the BZ and the spin wave dispersion is

ωk =
√

(h− cos 2β cos ky)2 − cos2 kx − sin 2β sin ky

(A14)
The Bogoliubov transformation matrix elements uk

and vk are useful to establish the connections between
the transverse quantum spin and the order parameter
near hc2 in Eq.11.

Appendix B: The BEC of magnons of an AFM in a
uniform field: the U(1)s case

For an AFM in a uniform field which breaks the spin
SUs(2) to the spin U(1)s. A high h > hc leads to a
fully polarized state, Z-FM state, which is not only the
ground state but also an exact eigenstate. A Simple spin-
wave calculation shows ω ∼ ∆+ v2k2 near (π, π) which
is nothing but a gapped FM mode, the order parame-
ter is simply a complex field ψ. Because the Z-FM is
the exact ground state which does not break the transla-
tional symmetry, neither Bogoliubov transformation nor
unitary transformation is needed, thus the relation be-
tween the quantum spin in a square lattice and the order
parameter in a continuum is simply

〈S+
i 〉 = (−1)ix+iyψ (B1)

which is much simpler than Eq.3 and 11 for the U(1)soc
case. Of course, this mapping only works near the QCP
h ∼ hc, will break down near h ∼ 0 ( Fig.1c ).
The effective action consistent with the U(1)s symme-

try and the translational symmetries is:

LU(1)s = ψ∗∂τψ + v2|∇ψ|2 − µ|ψ|2 + U |ψ|4 + · · · (B2)

where µ = h − hc. It belongs to z = 2 zero density SF-
Mott transition universality class, therefore confirm the
assumption used in7.
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When µ < 0, 〈ψ〉 = 0 the mean field ground state is
Z-FM state ( Fig.8 ).

While µ > 0, 〈ψ〉 = meiφ0 where m =
√

µ/2U , the
mean field ground state is

Si = ((−1)ix+iym cosφ0, (−1)ix+iym sinφ0,
√

S2 −m)

which is the canted co-planar AFM state ( Fig.7c ). It
supports one gapless Goldstone mode ω = ck due to the
U(1)s symmetry breaking.
As stressed in the main text, U in Eq.B2 is the well

known type-I dangerously irrelevant operator. In fact,
it is also marginally irrelevant at the up-critical dimen-
sion d = 2, but it is crucial to determine the symmetry
breaking ground state and lead to the violation of the
hyper-scaling at or above the upper critical dimension.
When comparing with Eq.4, one can see it is identi-

cal to Eq.4 near h = hc1 at the mirror symmetric point
β = π/4. However, due to the dramatic difference be-
tween the Eq.B1 and Eq.3 which express the very differ-

ent quantum spin order in terms of the identical order
parameter, the resulting symmetry breaking state the
canted AFM in the former is completely different than
the IC-SkX in the latter, but the Goldstone mode still
takes the same form. However, away from the mirror
symmetric point β 6= π/4, the DIO V term in Eq.4 moves
in which does not touch the ground state, but changes
its excitation to the exotic form Eq.6.
Furthermore, in the SOC case studied in the main text,

there are two critical fields hc1, hc2 and an intermediate
phase IC-SkX between the two critical ones. The Z-FM
when h > hc1 is just a classical ground state instead of an
exact ground state, so it supports strong quantum fluc-
tuations, in sharp contrast to the Z-FM in Eq.B1 which
is an exact ground state with no quantum fluctuations.
Here without the SOC, there is only one hc which is very
similar to hc1 at the Mirror symmetric point β = π/4, no
intermediate phase ( Fig.8 ). These dramatic differences
demonstrate the new features of the SOC in magnetic
systems.
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